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<p>Endpoints to use in configuration for tutorial: <ul> <li><strong>Registration</strong>:https://register.stratuslab.eu:8444/
<li><strong>Endpoint</strong>: cloud.lal.stratuslab.eu <li><strong>Persistent Disk Endpoint</strong>: pdisk.lal.stratuslab.eu
<li><strong>PublicMarketplace</strong>: http://marketplace.stratuslab.eu/ <li><strong>TESTMarketplace</strong>:
http://cloud.lal.stratuslab.eu:8081/ </ul>

<p>Recommended 64-bit images (search for ”airaj” or ”hudson.builder”): <ul> <li><strong>ttylinux</strong>: KfnYQpwSVRCpWJLaLx9-
qXZJm1N<li><strong>CentOS 6.2</strong>: Hw3vNHT6BPwG4EXYRKUwSr5igl < li >< strong > Ubuntu11 <

/strong >: BDlh9aV FslCjMcel60z2exjroV k < li >< strong > OpenSuSE < /strong >: PQ3t4zXJ1ZcuZt2JoHScdSe9Y H <

li >< strong > Fedora16 < /strong >: G502tnHwFOdfP2PZ9SFuo0DL19T < /ul >

Impact
Participants will learn about cloud technologies in general and will understand the distinction between In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) infrastructures.
They will understand how infrastructures based on the StratusLab distribution can be integrated with the
European Grid Infrastructure and how the cloud services complement grid services. Practical exercises will
teach the participants how to launch virtual machines, customize their computing environment, share those
customized environments with others, manage virtual disks, and define complete services.

URL
http://stratuslab.eu/

Description of the Work
-

Conclusions
-

Overview (For the conference guide)
StratusLab develops and provides an open-source cloud distribution that allows data centers to expose their
computing resources as an “Infrastructure as a Service” (IaaS) type cloud. Administrators can run their ser-
vices over the cloud to improve availability, scalability, and maintainability of their grid and non-grid services.
Virtual organizations and users can use the cloud to develop custom computing environments and domain-
specific services. This tutorial presents the main features of the current StratusLab distribution. Using the
project’s reference cloud infrastructure, participants will see how those features can be used by system ad-
ministrators and scientists. The tutorial concludes with a presentation of the project’s development roadmap
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and schedule of future releases. Participants will be provided credentials for accessing the StratusLab refer-
ence cloud infrastructure.
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